A Day at the Races! Read up on horses.

- The Faraway Horses: the adventures and wisdom of one of America’s most renowned horsemen by Buck Brannaman (B B821f)
- The Soul of a Horse by Joe Camp (636.1 Camp)
- Funny Cide by The Funny Cide Team (LT 798.4 F982j)
- Seabiscuit: an American legend by Laura Hillenbrand (798.409 H651s)
- Crazy Good: the true story of Dan Patch, the most famous horse in America by Charles Leerhsen (798.46 Leerhsen)
- The Eighty Dollar Champion by Elizabeth Letts (798.25079 Letts)
- Shy Boy: the horse that came in from the wild by Monty Roberts (B R6465s)
- Affirmed: the last triple crown winner by Lou Sahadi (798.40092 Sahadi)
- A Year at the Races by Jane Smiley (798.4 S641y)